Mid Cap Growth
4th Quarter 2020

Market Environment
US equity markets ended the year on a strong note, posting their
best returns since 2017 in Q4 and registering a string of new record
closes along the way. Small cap equity indices outperformed in the
quarter, far outpacing all other US indices and the Nasdaq
Composite.
Our benchmark (the Russell Mid Cap Growth Index) was up
+19.02% in Q4.
Notably, for the first time in months Value strongly outpaced
Growth across all market caps in the quarter (for instance, Russell
Mid Cap Growth +19.02% vs. Russell Mid Cap Value +20.43%),
though that was not true for the year as a whole.
The MID Cap portfolio delivered returns of +19.95% (gross) and
+19.74% (net) and +38.57% (gross) and +37.56% (net) respectively
in Q4 and over the full year 2020, in comparison to the Russell Mid
Cap Growth Index,which was up +19.02% and +35.59% respectively
for the same periods. Stock selection was very strong in the
quarter, with sector allocation a slight negative; but both
contributed strongly over the course of the full year.
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In Q4 the portfolio was overweight Healthcare, Financials, Energy, Communication Services, and Materials, and
underweight all other sectors. Sector exposures are always a function of the bottom-up work we do and the
opportunity set that is available to us. In the event, our zero exposure to Consumer Staples, Real Estate, and Utilities
all helped. In terms of total value-add, Healthcare – which paused for breath after a huge run in prior quarters – was
the only detractor, but all other sectors chipped in to help pick up the slack.
For the year as a whole, the primary drivers of performance were the Healthcare, Consumer Discretionary,
Technology, Industrials, and Consumer Staples sectors. Stock selection accounted for a big chunk of the value added in
2020 (i.e. close to 90%), which was especially gratifying to us as fundamental investors.

Past performance is not indicative of future results. Inherent in any investment is the potential for loss. All information is as December 31, 2020 unless otherwise
noted. Please see Important Disclosures on the last page. Gross performance results are presented before management fees and expenses, but after all trading
commissions. Net performance is shown after the deduction of expenses and management fees of 0.75%. Actual investment advisory fees incurred by clients may
vary. Performance results include the reinvestment of dividends and interest. Dividends received from ADRs are included net of foreign withholding taxes.
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Mid Cap Growth
Outlook
The fourth quarter was when the financial markets began to fully accept the reality of a 2021 economic recovery.
With good news emerging on the vaccine front as well as in respect of therapeutics, and with the Fed remaining
accommodative, the market has entered a period of higher risk tolerance reminiscent of 4Q2019. The strength in Q4
came mostly from PE expansion (Healthcare being a notable exception), as consensus earnings growth expectations
were taken down a notch in the quarter.
This pronounced shift in market sentiment has resulted in a risk-on trade that has led to a run up in stocks that had
hitherto lagged. Value began to rally strongly in September which continued until mid-December. All asset classes
gained in Q4. Among the reasons we believe to be optimistic going into 2021: the strong likelihood that fiscal and
monetary policies will likely remain supportive. Many early indicators are also beginning to perk up, including cyclical
leadership, earnings-breadth, and sector and industry trends, to name just a few.
We are pleased that our portfolios have held up well and outperformed in absolute and relative terms over the past
year – both during the Q1 sell-off and subsequently. We expect that our disciplined investment process with its focus
on secular growth, financial strength, and valuation, and our approach to building portfolios that judiciously combine
stable growth and emerging growth companies would continue to serve us well in the future.

Past performance is not indicative of future results. Inherent in any investment is the potential for loss. All information is as of December 31, 2020 unless
otherwise noted. Please see Important Disclosures on the last page.
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Mid Cap Growth

LEADING CONTRIBUTORS

LEADING DETRACTORS

STOCK

AVERAGE
WEIGHT

CONTRIB. TO
PERFORMANCE

2.93
2.37
2.83
2.02
1.84
1.88
1.86
2.31
2.52
2.58

1.20
1.15
1.10
0.82
0.80
0.77
0.74
0.74
0.67
0.66

Etsy, Inc.
Micron Technology, Inc.
Uber Technologies, Inc.
Citizens Financial Group, Inc.
Mohawk Industries, Inc.
Palo Alto Networks, Inc.
Paycom Software, Inc.
Synchrony Financial
Cadence Design Systems, Inc.
MSCI, Inc. Class A

STOCK

Exelixis, Inc.
Best Buy Co., Inc.
Veeva Systems, Inc. Class A
iRhythm Technologies, Inc.
Incyte Corporation
Tractor Supply Company
Jack Henry & Associates, Inc.
Neurocrine Biosciences, Inc.
U.S. Dollar
FibroGen, Inc.

AVERAGE
WEIGHT

CONTRIB. TO
PERFORMANCE

1.51
1.99
1.92
2.54
1.18
1.66
1.28
1.12
3.79
1.58

-0.38
-0.16
-0.09
-0.06
-0.05
-0.05
-0.00
-0.00
0.00
0.00

The holdings identified do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or recommended. Information on the calculation methodology
and a listing of every holding's contribution to the strategy's performance during the period is available upon request.

Positive Impacts
Stock selection in Financials and Consumer Discretionary.
Negative Impacts

Stock selection in Healthcare.
Sector Allocation

Cash
Communications Services
Consumer Discretionary
Consumer Staples
Energy
Financials
Healthcare
Industrials
Information Technology
Materials
Real Estate
Utilities
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Please contact us or visit www.fieracapital.com if you have any questions.
Please see Important Disclosures on the last page.
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Important Disclosures
Important Disclosures
Fiera Capital Inc. (FCI), is an investment adviser registered with the U.S. Securities Exchange Commission (the “SEC”). Registration with the SEC does not imply a
certain level of skill or training. Fiera Capital Inc. is indirectly wholly‐owned by Fiera Capital Corporation (FCC), which is listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange. FCC
does not provide investment advisory services in the United States or to U.S persons. Investment advisory services in the U.S. or to U.S. persons are provided
though FCC's US affiliates including FCI.
This document is intended for information purposes only. Some information contained herein has been obtained from third-party sources, including those
specifically referenced, and such information has not been independently verified by Fiera Capital. No representation, warranty, or undertaking, express or
implied, is given as to the accuracy or completeness of such information by Fiera Capital or any other person; no reliance may be placed for any purpose on such
information; and no liability is accepted by any person for the accuracy and completeness of any such information.
There can be no assurance nor should it be assumed that future investment performance will conform to any performance examples set forth in this report.
The investment results and portfolio compositions set forth in this report are provided for illustrative purposes only and may not be indicative of the future
investment results and portfolio compositions of the investment programs conducted by Fiera Capital. The composition, size of, and risks associated with
future investment portfolios may differ substantially from the examples set forth in this report. There can be no assurance that future investments will perform
in accordance with the investments described in this report or that the investments will be able to avoid losses. An investment in any investment vehicle or
security described in this report can lose value.
These materials are not intended as investment advice or a recommendation of any security or investment strategy for a specific recipient, investments or
strategies described herein are provided as general market commentary, and there may be no account or fund managed by Fiera Capital for which investments or
strategies described herein are suitable due to the various types of accounts or funds that are managed by Fiera Capital. Nothing herein constitutes an offer to
sell, or solicitation of an offer to purchase, any securities, nor does it constitute an endorsement with respect to any investment area or vehicle.
Discussions regarding potential future events and their impact on the markets are based solely on historic information and Fiera Capital's estimates and/or
opinions, and are provided for illustrative purposes only. A number of the comments in this document are based on current expectations and are considered
"forward-looking statements". Actual future results, however, may prove to be different from expectations. The opinions expressed are a reflection of Fiera
Capital's best judgment at the time this document is compiled, are subject to change at any time without prior notice, cannot be guaranteed as being accurate,
and any obligation to update or alter forward-looking statements as a result of new information, future events, or otherwise is disclaimed. Furthermore, these
views are not intended to predict or guarantee the future performance of any individual investment strategy/style, security, asset class, general markets , nor are
they intended to predict the future performance of any Fiera Capital Vehicle or portfolio.
Any charts, graphs, and descriptions of investment and market history and performance contained herein are not representation that such history or performance
will continue in the future or that any investment scenario or performance will even be similar to such chart, graph, or description. Any investment described
herein is an example only and is not a representation that the same or even similar investment scenario will arise in the future or that investments made will be as
profitable as this example or will not result in a loss to such any investment vehicles. All returns are purely historical, are no indication of future performance and
are subject to adjustment.
The Mid Cap Growth composite was created on May 1, 2008 and includes all portfolios invested in U.S. equities (including ADRs) with strong earnings and growth
characteristics and mid capitalizations. The product is benchmarked against the Russell Mid Cap Growth Index.
The Russell Midcap Growth Index is a market capitalization weighted index representing the smallest 800 companies in the Russell 1000 Index. The average
Russell Midcap Index member has a market cap of $8 billion to $10 billion, with a median value of $4 billion to $5 billion. The index is reconstituted annually so
that stocks that have outgrown the index can be removed and new entries can be added. Typically, the Mid Cap Growth portfolio is similar in composition to the
benchmark except to the extent that the firm utilizes ADRs that are not included in the domestic index. Portfolios are generally comprised of individual stocks and
cash equivalents. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Investors pursuing a strategy similar to an index may experience higher or lower returns and will
bear the cost of fees and expenses that will reduce returns. FTSE (“Russell”) is the source and owner of the trademarks, service marks and copyrights related to
the Russell Indexes. Russell® is a trademark of FTSE Russell. Neither Russell nor its licensors accept any liability for any errors or omissions in the Russell Indexes
and / or Russell ratings or underlying data and no party may rely on any Russell Indexes and / or Russell ratings and / or underlying data contained in this
communication. No further distribution of Russell Data is permitted without Russell’s express written consent. Russell does not promote, sponsor or endorse the
content of this communication.
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